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Abstract- Information security is one of the most challenging tasks in the recent era of advanced technologies and communication. 

It is important to ensure the secure exchange of confidential data. Data hiding techniques have a key role in ensuring security. 

The proposed technique is one such technique to enhance the security of secret information by many folds. The proposed 

technique detects a binary pattern to classify the cover image pixels into two groups of pixels, i.e., the group of pixels used for 

information hiding and the group of pixels that remains unaffected. The secret information is hidden in the selected pixels using 

LSB substitution without creating any detectable modifications. The results show that the technique creates a high-quality stego 

image with a PSNR larger than the threshold level of 30dB and SSIM higher than 0.9999. Along with the good quality of the 

stego images, the binary pattern enhances the security of the hidden information twofold. 
 

Index Terms—Data hiding, Kirsch edge detector, LSB substitution, PSNR, SSIM.  

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The internet has brought convenience and advancement in digital 

communication technologies, with some risks regarding security 

like intercepting and stealing information [1, 2]. Securing 

information from hacking and unauthorized access, 

cryptography, and data hiding techniques are used [3]. Data 

hiding is the method of placing secret information in cover media 

in such a way that its presence is kept undetectable, and the secret 

information remains inaccessible to an authorized person. Due to 

the imperceptibility of secret information, data hiding techniques 

attracted the attention of forensics experts [4, 5]. 

The data hiding can be done using different types of cover media, 

e.g., image, text, audio, and video [6], as a medium for hiding 

secret data. However, the high redundancy level of the digital 

image makes than the most suitable media to be used as a cover 

medium. Secret data has usually hidden the elements of cover 

media by replacing the contents of cover media with the contents 

of secret data. The least significant bits (LSB) of cover image 

pixels are used for secret data substitution in the spatial domain 

or the least significant portion of the coefficients of a 

transformation of the cover image. The spatial domain technique 

hides secret data in the LSBs of the cover image. The spatial 

domain techniques include Hussain, Mehdi, et al [7], Least 

Significant Bit (LSB) [8], PVD-based data hiding [9], EMD-

based technique [10] and others. While the transform domain 

technique, the hiding process uses the transform coefficients for 

information hiding; these include PMM-based data hiding [11] 

and other techniques given in [6, 10]. 

The techniques, as mentioned earlier, hide information in both 

complex and flat regions of the cover image. However, the human 

visual system (HVS) has a natural tendency to be more sensitive 

to the changes made in the flat region of an image in comparison 

with the complex part. Therefore, to keep the presence of the 

secret information innocent, the information is hidden in complex 

part’s pixels rather than the pixel belonging to the flat region. The 

complex region can be detected using various techniques 

including Canny edge detector [12], Sobel edge detector [13], 

Prewitt edge detector [14], ACO-based edge detection [15], and 

others. The data hiding technique targeting complex region for 

data hiding include BEASS [16], 2LSB substitution [17], ACO-

based hiding [18], and other techniques. 

The Kirsch edge detector has also been used in [19] for data 

hiding. However, the technique has exploited both smooth and 

complex regions for information hiding which increases hiding 

capacity and decreases the PSNR. At the same time, the proposed 

technique explores only the complex region for information 

hiding and leaves the smooth region unaffected. The proposed 

technique, therefore, results in much higher quality stego images. 

Alon with high quality, the binary pattern and different possible 

threshold τ, further enhance the security of the proposed 

technique by many folds. 

 

II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

 

KED-DH technique is intended to hide confidential bits in the 

LSB of the selected pixels, i.e., the pixels part of the complex 
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region within the cover image. The hiding in the cover image’s 

complex region keeps the existence of the secret information 

innocent and undetectable to an intruder. KED-DH technique 

consists of the following stages: 

 Edge Detection 

 LSB Substitution 

 Information Retrieval 

The edge detection process enables the algorithm to isolate the 

complex region pixels from the flat region pixels of the cover 

image. As discussed in Section 1, several techniques exist to 

perform this task. KED-DH technique uses the Kirsch edge 

detector for this purpose due to the high efficiency and stable 

results Kirsch edge detector. While applied to a cover image, the 

Kirsch edge detector results in an image having edges only, and the 

complex region of the cover image is completely isolated from the 

flat region. The Kirsch edge detector process is given in (1).  

 

𝐸𝐼 = 𝐾𝐸(𝐼)                  (1) 

where 𝐼, 𝐾𝐸, and 𝐸𝐼 represent the cover image, Kirsch edge 

detector, and edges detected by the Kirsch edge detector, 

respectively. 

The detected edges EI are further processed to get a binary pattern 

𝐸. The process is called thresholding as given in (2). 

 

                      (2) 

 

 

where, 𝜏 is the threshold value. 

The binary pattern E is then used to identify the pixels belonging 

to the complex region and to hide secret information in the complex 

region. The secret information is hidden in the complex region 

using the 4LSB substitution mechanism. The cover image is 

processed pixel by pixel, and each pixel belonging to the complex 

region is subjected to the hiding process. The 4 LSB of the pixel is 

substituted with 4 bits of secret message. While the pixel belonging 

to a flat region remains unaffected. The process of data hiding is 

completed when all pixels are processed for 4LSB substitution, or 

all the secret message bits are hidden in the cover image. The 

process results in a stego image with embedded confidential data. 

The stego image is shared with the intended party using any 

communication link or system. At the same time, the secure binary 

pattern is shared with the known party via a third trusted party. On 

the receiver side, the intended user will attempt to retrieve the 

hidden information using the binary pattern. The pattern identifies 

the pixels used for hiding information. The information is retrieved 

by reading the 4 LSB of the pixels identified by the binary pattern.  

The complete process of edge detection, hiding, sharing, and 

retrieving the hidden information is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The effectiveness of the KED-DH clustering algorithm is analyzed 

for different values of τ using a single cover image of Lena given 

in Fig. 2(a). The cover image is processed with a Kirsch edge 

detector, and the resulting image, with edge information only, is 

shown in Fig. 2(b).  

 

FIGURE 1: Process of edge detection 

 

(a) Lena Cover                                  (b) Lena Edge 

FIGURE 2. Lena cover image and the edge pattern 

 

The image shown in Fig. 2(b) is processed to get a binary pattern. 

The binary pattern can be obtained using different threshold levels 

τ. The Lower the threshold value, the more pixels are assigned to 
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the binary pattern, and the higher the value of the τ result, the less 

the number of pixels in the complex region. 

FIGURE 3. The binary pattern for different thresholds 

KED-DH technique is tested for different values of τ, i.e., 200, 400, 

600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800 and 2000. The resulting 

binary patterns are shown in Fig. 3(a-j), respectively. 

FIGURE 4. The stego image for different thresholds 
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The binary patterns shown in Fig.3(a-j) are used for hiding 

confidential bits in the complex part of the cover image given in 

Fig. 2(a), using the KED-DH data hiding technique. The stego 

image obtained for different values of τ, i.e., 200, 400, 600, 800, 

1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800 and 2000 are shown in Fig. 4(a-j), 

respectively. The qualitative and visual results show that the KED-

DH algorithm results in good quality stego image for the different 

values of τ. The hidden information in each resulting stego image 

does not leave any visually significant traces or distortion. Hence, 

the KED-DH technique keeps the mere existence of confidential 

information innocent and undetectable to any intruder or 

unauthorized person. 

The performance of the KED-DH technique is also measured 

quantitatively based on the parameters of peak signal-to-noise ratio 

PSNR, structural similarity index SSIM, and hiding capacity HC. 

The quantitative results show that the PSNR and SSIM of KED-

DH increase with the value of τ, as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, 

respectively. While the HC of the KED-DH technique decreases 

with an increase in the value of τ, as presented in Fig.7. 

FIGURE 5. Psnr for different value of threshold 

FIGURE 6. SSIM for different value of threshold 

 

FIGURE 7. Hiding capacity for different value of threshold 

IV. COMPARISON 

The presented results are in Section. 3, shows that the KED-DH 

technique results in high-quality stego images and PSNR higher 

than the 30dB. In this section KED-DH technique, with τ = 1000, 

is compared with the state-of-the-art data hiding techniques, i.e., 

THMI technique [20], RDH technique [21], APSI-based data 

hiding technique [22], DFDE technique [23], CIHRW technique 

[24], STE based 4LSB hiding technique [8], Khan and Tiziano [18] 

and [19]. The algorithms are compared using a common cover 

image, i.e., Lena, and the same secret message. The comparison is 

made using HC, PSNR, and SSIM. The results obtained are listed 

in Table I. 
TABLE I 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART WITH THE KED-DH 

Technique 
HC (bpp) 

PSNR (dB) SSIM 

Macq and Dewey 0.0325 48.45 0.9891 

[21] 0.0038 52.46 0.9981 

[22] 0.2630 48.7501 0.9754 
[23] 0.36 39.05 0.9914 

[24] 0.0156 30.00 0.8661 

[8] 0.33 46.22 0.8770 
[18] 0.0310 42.95 0.9975 

[19] 0.60 39.58 0.9975 

KED-DH 0.44 43.20 0.9999 

 

The results are in Table I, demonstrate that the HC and SSIM of 

the KED-DH technique are higher than all other techniques, while 

the PSNR is comparable with or higher than the other techniques 

listed in Table I.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

 

KED-DH technique hides secret information in the complex region 

of a cover image, detected with the Kirsch edge detector. The 

Kirsch edge detector has the capability of detecting complex 

regions more realistically. The important factor is τ, which can 

control the HC, PSNR, and SSIM. KED-DH algorithm has the 
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flexibility of controlling the mentioned parameters by varying the 

value of τ. The result shows that the KED-DH technique efficiently 

hides secret information in cover images without creating any 

visually detectable distortion. The technique also gives a 

significantly high value to the quality measuring parameters, i.e., 

PSNR and SSIM. The HC, PSNR, and SSIM of the KED-DH 

technique are higher than or comparable with the other state-of-the-

art data hiding techniques. 
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